
When We talk about our love of life We have to be Careful to cull our own

thoughts to be less than we like in order to be about how we need to love a 

lot but not to envelop our love to love someone else more than they need to 

be loved at all since as We love we emanate our essence of our might and 

make our love feel loved with all of our might causing them to exude our 

love to everyone they meet in life and thus Causing all those people they 

know to believe their love is that love that only you are Supposed to know. 

When We Care a lot we are about how to care a lot but when we Care too 

much we have to become Caring too much and then We must be Care itself 

so that We can care about itself and thus equate to a type of love that makes 

us then eXude everything everyone we know Wants to care about too thus 

making us become carers too and then loves of our caring to love our own 

caring and then a disease that makes us Care caring until we carry caring 

and then love our carrying of our caring until We then become lovers of our 

caring and then carriers of our loving caring until We all have reached that 

caring stage to be all the carers of all the carrying carers and then the lovers 

of all those that carry the carrying lovers until our world view becomes 

every world view and we lose our selves in our worlds that then become 

carrying Worlds so that if We die the mass we achieve by arnassing so many 

carrying lovers makes us love our life so much that we never really love life 

at all but become committed to being Carriers of all the loves that We love to 

carry around for all of our lives to love and Carry our loves in life to love 

until all our worlds are Careening around becoming Worlds that Careen 

around and then part of an Earth plane we love to loath if only We knew 

that we need to love to loath so that We Could exodus our plane and plane 



to our higher plateau in order to find our kind and Wonder Where we 

should go if they had not Closed and sealed the doors since they did not 

want us to return as lovers at all but as people who understood that a 

world is a place to stay but never the whole place to take back ín order to 

always remember how to love a World as a place to stay. 
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